Annual Report - AWA Board Activities 2017/2018
Key figures:
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

713 AWA members as per May 2018 (52 honorary, 661 paid)
193 new members from July 2017 - May 2018
39 nationalities represented in the AWA, May 2018
HK$981,000 fundraising total
HK$1,197,420 awarded to 26 local charities in cooperation with AmCham
3 scholarships awarded to female students from Lingnan University for an internship
abroad (HK$25,000 each) , 2 scholarships for female students from School of
Creativity for studies abroad (HK$20,000 each) and a total of HK$80,000 awarded to
25 students at VTC schools
1,833 participants in 160 Local Tours, July 2017- April 2018
5 Asian Tours with 75 participants
350+ hours volunteering in the community in 6 regular volunteer programs
730 school children and young people have been impacted by AWA English
education programs running in primary and secondary schools

President’s Report – Andrea Roth
It was the first time in the AWA’s history that a non-American President was at its helm. This
change helped stressing the international diversity of the AWA.
Board
The 2017/2018 board was an excellent group of committed women who worked well
together and supported one another. All positions were filled for the whole of FY2017/2018.
Jennifer Kindel stepped down as Recording Secretary in January 2018 as she relocated to
the US. Jessica Cheng took on the position in February and was confirmed at the AGM in
April.
Elected Positions
President - Andrea Roth (1st term) (German)
1st VP Fundraising - Gunjali Singh (1st term) (Indian)
2nd VP Membership – Jean Han (1st term plus a few months) (American)
3rd VP Activities – Tracey Lee Hayes (1st term) (South-African/ British)
Charitable Donations – Gabriela Caraman-Heijnen (2nd Term) (Moldovan)
Community Service – Lee Parr (1st term) (American)
Education & Scholarship – Helen Carruthers (2nd term) (GB)
Recording Secretary – Jennifer Kindel (until Jan) (/ Jessica Cheng (as of Feb) (both American)
Treasurer – Anne Fifer (2nd term plus a few months) (American)
Appointed Positions
AWAre Editor – Brooke Richter (2nd term) (American)

Public Relations – Rachel Bourke (3rd term) (HK)
Strategic Adviser – Robin Fine (1st term) (American)
Sponsorship – Debbie Cruikshank (as of April 2018) (American)
Director of Operations – Barbora Mayer (Czech)
To advance continuity and help the new board members gain an understanding of the
relevant topics, then President Marcy LaRont and President Elect Andrea Roth organised a
Board Handover meeting in June 2017. The new board also held a Board Development Day
in September 2017, facilitated by AWA member Penny Van Niel, with the objective to get to
know each other and define goals and priorities for the year.
Main topics for the year
At the Board Development Day, we defined four main objectives for the year 2017/18:
● Unify and reinforce AWA branding
● Maintain, engage and increase membership
● Encourage participation in activities, volunteering and fundraising
● AWA strategy review
We assigned teams which worked on different topics and then discussed the suggestions at
board meetings. Outcome:
Unify and reinforce AWA branding
We redefined the AWA mission statement in order to have a distinct, comprehensive and
easy to communicate statement that expresses who we are and what we offer:
We are a vibrant organisation of international women.
Our mission is to welcome and empower women to connect and contribute in Hong Kong.
The mission statement also provides a framework to position our many activities. Robin
Fine, our Strategic Adviser, developed it, we therefore called it the “Fine Matrix”.

Maintain, engage and increase membership
Membership increased significantly to 713 (May) compared to 645 (June). To get a feeling
for the engagement level of our members, Robin conducted a membership analysis. Based
on a 3-month period, we concluded that
● 58% of all members joined at least one program in the ‘connecting’ column above
● 18% of all members were engaged in the ‘contributing’ column above, such as
contributing to the community in volunteering / E&S / CDC/ fundraising programs or
contributing to the AWA as a coordinator of a club or activity or welcoming program
● 8,5% of all members had a leading role (board, club or activity)
Encourage participation in activities, volunteering and fundraising
Local Tours and Asian Tours were extremely successful this year. They were often booked
out and only few tours or trips had to be cancelled.
Even though it’s a bit more challenging to find members who are willing to commit for a
regular volunteer activity or for a fundraiser (the ‘contributing’ part), the level of
engagement was quite impressive as well.
To thank our AWA volunteers for their commitment, we held a Volunteer Appreciation
Reception at the USCG’s residence in May 2018. It was a lovely event, highly recommended
to repeat it on a regular basis. A big thank you to USCG Kurt Tong and his wife Mika
Marumoto, our AWA Honorary President, for hosting and supporting the event.
AWA strategy review
The redefining of our mission statement and the membership analysis, mentioned above,
were components of the strategy review. In May 2018, we were offered the opportunity to
take part in a comprehensive Strategic Planning Workshop, facilitated by ACS (Asian Charity
Services). The workshop helped us determine our Strengths/ Weaknesses/ Opportunities/
Threats (SWOT analysis) and to define main areas for improvement. We see the highest
need for improvement in our organisational development, covering topics such as
standardised procedures, better data management and analytics, more structured internal

2-way communication and due diligence of our IT infrastructure and requirements. We will
continue working on these issued with the new board.
Cooperation with AmCham
We continued to work closely together with AmCham. Tara Joseph, President of AmCham,
gave a talk at the AWA Women’s Forum Lunch & Learn. For the first time, AmCham
promoted the charitable giving more extensively at their Spring Ball and invited the AWA
President to talk about our charitable partnership in a video for the ball as well as on stage
on the night of the ball. Gabriela (CDC) and I were also invited to join the board of Trustee’s
meeting in May, presenting our A rated charities and responding to their questions.
AmCham again supports the charitable giving program with 295K HKD in 2018.

1st VP Fundraising - Gunjali Singh
FUNDRAISING FOR THE YEAR: $981,000
It has been a great year for fundraising with active involvement from the members to
organize and contribute to the events. We have been able to engage with the broader
community with the Bazaar and specially with Art on the Line. Both events have a high recall
and we hope to maximize on that from the sponsors point of view. We have also tried to put
in place a cycle during transition that helps with the structuring of fundraising calendar for
the years to come.
Events and Fundraisers:
The following major events and fundraisers were organized for the purpose of raising funds
during this year
1. AWA Charity Bazaar – November 2017
2. MAD Campaign – November 2017
3. Art on the Line – March 2018
4. Sing Sing Sing – January 2018
5. AWA Annual Pub Quiz – March 2018
6. Girls Bollywood Dance Party -April 2018
Transition and Hand over:
The following activities were conducted to prepare for the nest years fundraising activities
1. Meeting to discuss the fundraising cycle and brain storming to make it more efficient
and productive – April 2018
2. First fundraiser decided and location secured
3. Team set up for AWA Bazaar first fundraiser of 2018-19
4. Ideas and people information shared with successor

2nd VP Membership - Jean Han
AWA membership remains strong at 713 total members (661 paid, 52 honorary) as of the
end of May 2018. We recruited 193 new members to date and hope to reach 200 by the

end of the fiscal year. Having our first non-American president seems to have positively
impacted our international diversity, with 39 nationalities represented, and as evidenced
through members sharing in our new member receptions. Our core membership activities
have continued to run all year long: Foon Ying - Hong Kong Insights, CHAT, OWL, DB OWL,
Neighborhood Coffees, Buddy Program, as well as WOW Wednesdays providing monthly
workshops and informal networking opportunities for our members, and bi-monthly new
member receptions. Our key membership events for the year have been our Welcome Back
Breakfast in September (which brought out over 160 members this past fall!), our Holiday
Party in December, our Social and Elections in April, and the Charity Awards Tea coming up
this June. Although our member numbers look strong for the year, we must continue to
work diligently to spread the word about the AWA and encourage new member recruitment
given the transitional nature of our primarily expat member demographic. We will also
continue to work hard as a board to provide meaningful opportunities to connect and
contribute to retain our existing members.

3rd VP Activities – Tracey Lee Hayes
Local Tours continues to thrive. Most tours are full and have wait lists. There have been a
few activities cancelled mostly in April, mostly talks. The shopping/high tea/heritage/sports
and entertainment activities seem to be the most popular. There are very engaged and
active committee members with new members showing interest in joining the committee.
At present the $60/$120 admin fee remains and the 2-3 larger tours per month are able to
sustain this
LOCAL TOURS – JUL 2017 – APR 2018
MONTH
APRIL 18
MAR 18
FEB 18
JAN 18
DEC 17
NOV 17
OCT 17
SEP 17
AUG 17
JUL 17

NO OF TOURS
20
17
21
18
8
20
22
17
6
11

TOTAL NO PARTICIPANTS
209
253
225
221
119
202
261
208
58
127

Asian Tours are slowly taking shape again with the new committee:
From July 2017 – June 2018 the following tours were offered
September – Tibet (# participants 9)

October – Kaipeng, (# participants 12)
January 18 – Harbin (# participants 20)
March – India (#participants 27)
April – Japan (cancelled due lack of sign up)
June – Haka Tulou (# participants 7)
On-Going Activities and Sports have had excellent participation overall.
VP has been keeping in contact with coordinator’s and encouraging them to send news and
photographs of the club activities. The AWAre editor Stephanie (and Brooke) have been able
to include some of these in the magazine which encourages members to join the many ongoing clubs.
Reports from various ongoing club coordinators
Games Galore – report from Beth Hall
Meet every Friday for Bridge and Mahjong from 10:30 to 3:30. We average two tables of
Bridge players and four tables of Mahjong players at the Fireside of the American Club. The
American Club has informed us that there will be some renovations occurring at the Fireside
during this summer. Games Galore does not meet during the summer so it will not affect
the group. Games Galore will resume on Friday, September 7th and the Club has offered
the use of another room if the renovations are ongoing.
Spiritual Literacy – report from Kate Weisman
SLG continues to be a vibrant group of international and interfaith women with new women
joining every couple of months Something extraordinary happened these past two months.
Two SKG women were diagnosed and had surgery for breast cancer. Both said SLG was a life
line in getting them through the ordeal. The support they received from SLG was
extraordinary. We have truly become a sisterhood. Very special. This year we studied and
read books on Rumi and Sufi mysticism, followed by Bahaullah’s most mystical The Seven
Valleys together with a book by a psychologist on the seven stages of spiritual development.
We ended reading the Tao de Ching by Lao Tze, and a book by Alan Watts on Tao: The
Watercourse way. We will resume our meetings in the Fall discussing our summer book
selection Joy by the Dali Lamma and Desmond Tutu.
Book Club – report from Penny Van Niel
We give thanks to Linda (who has left HK) and appreciation of Kathryn for taking her place.
We put the list of books and dates up on the AWA website under the Afternoon Book Club
so no need to repeat them here. It was a fun year where we read some thought provoking
and enjoyable books, welcomed new members and welcomed back several former

members who had returned to HK. Everyone participates by hosting, facilitating and making
suggestions for books so it makes the coordinators jobs easy.
Golf – report from Nicci Button
Golf is very popular with a great attendance from members.
Here’s news of our latest Tournament. All weekend we were checking the weather forecast
of the HK Observatory. It wasn’t good - in fact it was horrendous, but we kept the faith and
20 of us gathered at Deep Water Bay at 9am. Thunderstorm Warnings were issued, the
clouds gathered and everywhere else in Hong Kong suffered heavy rainfall. Deep Water
Bay has its own micro-climate and we managed to play for over three hours without a drop.
We played a team Stableford competition adding up everyone in the team's points to give
an aggregate total. Four teams were within Five points of each other.
Nearest the Pin on 1/10 was Linda Gomoll
Nearest the Pin on 4/13 was Gail Sousa
Longest Drive for those with handicap 25 or under was Sarah Tierney
Longest Drive for those with handicap 26 or over was Helen Davis

Charitable Donations – Gabriela Caraman-Heijnen
Overview 2017-18 applicants
The CDC work this year has been particularly cumbersome since only four teams, with 2x7
and 2x8 members respectively, visited a record number of 9 charities per team. To facilitate
the task, this year we introduced the notion of co-Team Leader which proved a success
because it shares the burden of organising the site-visits and follow-up.
In total 36 applicants submitted their proposals amounting to HK$2,446,234.
Half of the applicants have been at one point AWA grant recipients.
Few non-for-profits have been totally new: Lizzie B, Habitat for Humanity, CTU Foundation,
Free to Run, Love21.
In order to be on time for the Charity Bazaar, right after the deadline to receive the
proposals we had a meeting to identify potential nominees for the Giving Tree - visited in
the following 2 weeks.
Overall, CDC disbursed HKD 1,197,420 to 27 local charities, out of which AmCham
generously contributed with HKD 294,300 coupled with sincere efforts of the members who
organised several successful mini-fundraiser events: “Lost Sole” with Suzie Edrington, “25k
for 25k” with Ilene Levy and Liana Sadhwani, “Mini-Mahjong” with Celine O’Connor and
Ilene Levy and individual donations.

Overview of the 2016 grant reports
In 2016, the AWA together with AmCham awarded 25 grants amounting to HKD 1,268,085.
Chasing grantees for project reports has been not an easy task. There are still projects
reports reaching for the grants in 2015. The reasons concern both sides:
The AWA has not always demanded a written project & financial report from the grantees.
The consistent request for project reports has only been established a few years ago. From
the non for profit standpoint, the constant rotation of the staff across the NGOs due to
short term contracts (1 year duration), contributes to miscommunication and no follow-up.
Out of the 2016 recipients , 13 re-applied for funding with the AWA. All of them presented
the project report for the previous funding.

Community Service – Lee Parr
It has been another successful year for Community Service volunteering with the following
programs: Soup Kitchen, Ronald McDonald House Birthday parties and reading program,
Reading for the Blind, Hong Kong Hosts and China Merchant Pier volunteers. The programs
have been greatly supported by members and the Soup Kitchen has added an extra day to
the weekly schedule for more members to be able to participate. The coordinators have
worked hard to make sure these programs are what our members want and have given a
huge amount of dedication to the organisations involved.
Another volunteer opportunity introduced to members is Social Career - an online
volunteer platform that matches NGOs needs with volunteers directly which gives even
more variety of volunteer opportunities to our members. The AWA has teamed up with
Social Career to give our members access to the platform through our website and in
particular letting them know the organisations that we have supported in the past and
present.
The Annual Cookie Drive for the Red Cross was a huge success with members baking and
donating over 3,000 cookies for the Red Cross children’s hospital christmas parties (21
schools). We look forward to working once again with the Red Cross in 2018 providing
cookies for the children.
This year’s one off: We were able to support Redress, a clothing charity, by helping to sort
clothes for their fundraiser and also publicising their clothes drive.
The CDC was able to provide names of charities that applied for funding 2017-18 that also
need volunteers so after following up these requests in the fall there will be more
opportunities to offer members.

Thank you to everyone for your hard work and support throughout the year with
volunteering efforts. We couldn’t run these programs without the members participation
and enthusiasm.

Education & Scholarship – Helen Carruthers
Education Program
During this year, I have endeavoured to build on last year’s achievements in Education and
Scholarship.
The AWA continues to run successful English conversation programs in three secondary
schools as well as reading and storytelling in two primary schools. In addition, an Englishspeaking program is run at Ebenezer School for the visually handicapped. The AWA also
delivered a successful mock interview program in two schools with a renewed format to
engage students in advance so that the interviews proved more useful, under the leadership
of Katherine Payne.
Three coordinators’ meetings were held during the year: one in the autumn, spring and
summer terms, giving an opportunity for coordinators to report back on the progress of
their programs. The meetings also enable coordinators to exchange ideas and share
materials. More AWA volunteers have joined the different school teams so there has been a
continued solid base of support in each school.
Last autumn, representatives from the Jane Goodall Institute approached the AWA to ask if
they could partner with us in helping to deliver their “English for the Environment” program.
In January, several AWA volunteers attended three sessions with Nathan Han to go through
the material covering such topics as recycling; deforestation; sustainable fishing; palm oil as
well as understanding the concept of “community mapping”. Currently, we are awaiting
dates for the autumn term 2018 when volunteers will teach the six-week program to
students in both local primary and secondary schools. This fits neatly with the AWA’s aim to
raise the profile of environmental and sustainable issues.
Late spring we received another plea for help from Cicelia, a staff member of Dialogue in the
Dark and a former student of Ebenezer School. Five visually handicapped graduate students
from China wanted to engage in English conversation. Several AWA members rose to the
challenge and did a variety of activities with the students over five sessions, including acting
out scenarios. It certainly tested our volunteers but proved extremely worthwhile and
useful.
I would like to give my heartfelt thanks to all the volunteers and in particular the

coordinators of the English programs: Marti Law, Sandra deLange, Barbara Iannazzone,
Linda Gomoll, Kathy Barber, Shelley Matthias, Liz Clark, Jill Baran Scott, Karen Prosser,
Katherine Payne and Bernice Lee. Your dedication and commitment has encouraged and
helped to change the lives of around 730 students this year.
In May, an appreciation cocktail for all the AWA’s regular volunteers was held at the US
Consulate. Many volunteers from the Education programs attended and Marti Law and
Sandra Collins deLange were particularly honoured for their 28 and 24 years of volunteering
at Kwan Tong Government School.
Scholarship Program
It has been a joy to be able to award several substantial scholarships to young people from
low-income backgrounds. For a second year, the AWA awarded the sum of HK$25,000 each
to three outstanding female students from Lingnan University, enabling them to take up
overseas internships in summer 2018. Selected candidates were interviewed and three were
awarded the scholarships. An article in the February 2018 AWAre magazine reported back
on the overseas experiences of last year’s awardees.
In January 2018, we received an extremely generous donation from former AWA member,
Ellen Albrecht, in memory of her friend Pam Kavanagh who had recently passed away. Pam
used to volunteer for the AWA education program and Ellen wanted to honour her friend.
This has resulted in the AWA being able to award two further scholarships of HK$20,000
each to two outstanding female students from the School of Creativity.
The funding of HK$80,000 awarded to the Vocational Training Council (VTC) remains
unchanged with 25 students receiving scholarships from the AWA ranging from HK$2,000 to
$4,000. This money is used for educational books and equipment as well as additional
tuition and courses. (The universities CUHK, HKUST and HKU continue to operate their loan
schemes from money allocated by the AWA.)
It is with some sadness that I step down from the Board after two years as Chair for
Education and Scholarship. However, I leave the position in the capable hands of my
successor, Augusta Nichols-Even, who I know will continue to grow this important and
rewarding part of the AWA’s work.

Recording Secretary – Jessica Cheng
Jennifer Kindal served as the Recording Secretary from 1 July 2017 – 4 January 2018.
Jessica Cheng was appointed as interim Recording Secretary on 27 January 2018 and voted
in by the membership at the AGM on 18 April 2017.

The ND2A was filed on 7 July 2017 to change the names at the Company Registry to the new
board members.
The NAR1 for the financial year ending on 30 June 2017 was filed on 4 May 2018 with the
Company Registry.

Treasurer – Anne Fifer
During the year, the month-end closing of our books and the preparation of the monthly
financial reports were handled by the outside accountant, Wallace Lee, once a month, and
from October 2015, were reviewed by Anne Fifer, our Treasurer. Anne then presented the
Income statement, Statement of Financial Position and cash position analysis to the AWA
board. The financial information was prepared in accordance with the AWA accounting
policy. In the Spring of 2018, the budget for the FY ending June 30, 2019, was prepared
with input from the various coordinators of Local and Asian tours, Membership, Corporate
Sponsorships specifically and all of the board generally opined.
The 2016/17 annual financial statements have been audited and approved by the auditor,
Mr. Lau Pui Wing, Certified Public Accountant. They were presented to the membership at
the April GM and approved by the membership at that meeting.
FY 2017-18 Report
Results as of April 30, 2018
●
YTD results before net fundraising income was deficit of HK$50,991 compared
to FY 2016-17 net results before net fundraising income of deficit of HK$91,580.
●
YTD total net results to date exceeded our budget primarily due to increased
income from local activities and decreased operating expenses and recognition of
membership income when received in full, rather than amortizing over the period of
the membership. Additionally, we have started to see the impact of the auto
renewal of membership as of March 1, 2017.
●
YTD operating expenses were HK$1,292,817 million, HK$70k over projected
budget, primarily due to increased office expenses and utilities due to Air
Conditioner repair costing $85,000 which was completed in Spring 2018 which was
not known when the budget was prepared. As the organization is operating at an
income level this year, we opted not to take money from the Operating and Property
reserves to pay for this repair.
Financial Position
●

As of April 30, 2018, we have cash of HK$872,866 generally available as

compared to cash generally available of $682,329 at June 30, 2017. Increase in
cash balance was primarily due to increased income from local activities.
●
Approximately $4.5 million have been designated for the operating reserve
and the property maintenance and technology reserve.

Analysis 2016/2017 budget to actual results:

Public Relations – Rachel Bourke
Communications
Our members are at the center of everything we do and we strive to enhance their
experience of the organization. Combining interesting visual content with thoughtful,
positive messaging catering to their interests is what keeps our members engaged.
Our goals:
-

to promote signature AWA events;
to raise awareness for our fundraising goals;
to raise the profile of the organization to both members and non-members;
to reinforce the positive, inviting, and active identity of AWA; and
to appreciate organizations and companies collaborators that help us achieve our
goals.

AWA Social Media
AWA Main Facebook (@awahk)

The AWA Facebook platform has grown steadily since its inception over 7 years ago. While
the growth has not been rapid, it has demonstrated a true following and become a more
engaging space for members to communicate both in Hong Kong and from abroad. This year
alone we have added 2 more AWA-related group pages from 4 groups to 6.
June 2016: 900 members

May 2018: 1,474 (+19% Growth)

May 2017: 1,237 (+37% Growth)

AWA-related Facebook Pages & Groups:
Women on the Way Up - WoW

AWA Globepaddlers

@awawow
May 2017 427 likes May 2018 514 likes

@gpdbhk
May 2017 132 likes May 2018 163

AWA Photography Group

AWA Hong Kong Alumni

Closed group - Angela Bellas (admin)
May 2017 67 members May 2018: 50

Closed group - Sharon Patterson (admin)
May 2017: 43 members May 2018: 107

AWA Hong Kong Hosts
@AWAHKH
May 2017 61 likes May 2018 80 likes

Our AWA FB page performs a dual function: providing information to our members, about
events, activities and volunteering opportunities available, as well as local and womenfocused news resource for members. We will continue to build upon previous year’s success
to communicate effectively with members, as well as continued outreach to the broader
public.

AWA E-Newsletter
Members

Open Rate
(non-profit average: 22%)

Subscribers

Avg. Click rate
(non-profit average: 2%)

2017

55%

501 - 560

7-8%

2018

55%

535 - 616

6%

Websubscribers

Open Rate

Subscribers

Avg. Click rate

2017

25-41%

385 - 672

1-5%

2018

22-34%

671 - 716

3%

AWA Signage
Hong Kong Hosts:

AWA Banners

Partners: American Chamber of Commerce Hong Kong
AWAre Magazine Advert

AWA E-Newsletter

Monthly

Event Promotion

AWAre Magazine
Fundraisers:

Activites:

Art on the Line
2018 Advertorial

Facebook & E-Newsletter Post
Event Promotion: Art on the Line 2018

Mentoring: City University Final Year Project Team 2016-17
As part of their final year, English majors at City University of Hong Kong spend 8-9 months

interning at organizations around Hong Kong. This is our 5th year participating in this
program and have been impressed by the work ethic and creativity of every student from
this program - this year notwithstanding.
Our goals for this year’s team:
1) Social media engagement: via Facebook and an emphasis on Instagram; and
2) Event production and preparation for both major fundraisers.
To see the entire body of work and the final year project presentation, click here.

CityU 2017-18 Students Instagram planning and
posting

Strategic Adviser – Robin Fine
My position was created about a year ago with the goal to promote strategic thought,
action, and organizational learning across the leadership of the AWA. To that end, I worked
with our very active Board to make positive, incremental organizational changes and plan
for future growth. These changes have included honing our brand, planning for improved

data collection and management, improving volunteer opportunities with the use of Social
Career, and thinking strategically about our membership needs.
One focus this year was to support change with research. To that end, I completed a
research project in December with data provided by many activity leaders in the AWA.
Findings included:








Age of an average AWA member has increased significantly over the last decade.
However, older members in the AWA are significantly more likely to participate in all
categories of activity that younger members.
For the first time in our history, the AWA is less than 50 percent American. Members
from the U.K., Australia, India, Hong Kong, and a variety of European countries have
increased significantly.
The percentage of working women in AWA has remained fairly steady over the
decade, between 25% and 28%. Members who work full or part-time are equally
active in activities, leading at an equal rate, and leaving AWA at an equal rate to that
of members not currently working.
Our most active groups within the AWA are currently: Hiking, WOW, Lunch Bunch,
Golf, and Dragon Boat. For many, these are entry points into deeper involvement in
other AWA activities.

I look forward to continuing to work with the Board as we synthesize the results of the
Strategic Planning Workshop, facilitated by ACS (Asian Charity Services). I hope to see AWA
more deeply connecting and enriching a growing community of diverse women with each
passing year.

Sponsorship – Debbie Cruikshank
As Debbie only started her position on 1 April 18, she will report about her area of
responsibility in 2019.

